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CONCERNING CONNECTIONS ON ASSOCIATED BUNDLES 
JURAJ VIRSIK, Bratislava 
A connection m a principal fibre bundle induces a vertical projection in 
<\ich of the tangent spaces to each associated fibre bundle, this projection 
being de facto the covariant differential of sections in this associated bundle. 
I t is even this covariant differentiation which is important in practical com­
putations with connections, e. g. on vector bundles. Suppose there are two 
fibre bundles associated to the same (or locally the same, cf. below) principal 
fibre bundle in which a connection is given. Then the two covariant differen­
tiations induced m both associated bundles are in some way mutually related. 
If there is namely a bundle morphism of these bundles satisfying a general 
enough condition, then it preserves the covariant differentiations. This follows 
irom the statements of propositions 1 and la which allow us to obtain a number 
of results concerning the behaviour of the covariant differential in concrete 
cases, usually proved independently (cf. the examples below). 
We consider the case of C^° differentiability and finite dimension throughout 
the paper. Suppose H(B, G) to be a principal bundle over B with structure 
."roup G and projection b:H->B, and let there be given a (first order) 
connection in H given by a differentiable distribution h->T(H)h <= T(H)h 
on H. Here T(H) is the tangent bundle to H and we denote by T(H)h the 
vertical subspace of T(H)h, i.e. X e T(H)h = > (db)X — 0&&, where 0^ denotes 
the zero element in T(B)X. Thus we have for each heH the direct decom­
position T(H)h T(H)l ® T(H)h and T(H)+g B* T(H)+ with gsG. Denote 
by VII the canonical vertical projection VH ' T(H) -> T(H) given by the 
-connection. 
Suppose now that E E(B, F, G, H) is a fibre bundle associated to H and 
denote X : H x F -> E and p : E -> B the natural projections. For each z GE 
denote by T(E)Z <= T(E)Z the subspace of vertical elements, i. e. r\ e T(E)Z 
(dp) i] 0pz. Since the projection X satisfies X(Rg X Lgl) X for each 
g e G, where Lq : F -> F denotes the action on the left of the element g e G, 
we ha\e 
< I) dk(R* + L*gl) - AX . T(H) © T(F) > T(E) . 
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For a fixed feF denote if : II-> II x F the natural injection h-+ (h.f) and 
let /if 2.if:H->E. Note that dif takes the element XeT(H)h into X 
+ QfeT(H)h ®T(F)f. The linear mapping d/if takes each T(H)h ,nto T(E)r 
where x h(f) since 
(2) ftf(h) h(f) . 
On the other hand p/Xf b ^ dp d/j,f db and this means that d/if takes 
also T(H) into T(E) whatever be feF and that Ker d//7 c T(tf) . 
Now we may define T(E)r d/j,f T(H)h , where h and fare such that h(f) x 
Jn fact (J) gives d/,g -, (T(H)}g) d?. dig -, T(H)hg dX(R*x + L*) (R* T(H), 
+ Qg lf) dX(T(H)h + Qf) d/LifT(H)
+. Thus the subspaces T(E)+ and T(E) 
are defined independently of the choice of (h,f)eX 1(x), and we have 
Lemma 1. T(E)X T(E)
+ ® T(E)X . 
Proof . We have T(E)+ d/if(T(H)h) for some pair (h,f)eX *(x) and 
hence dim T(E)X + dim T(E)h — d im/ (K )^ . Suppose £eT(E)t n T(E), , i e 
£ (d^/)N where XeT(H)+ and dpf 0. Then 0 dp(d/uf)X dbX -
N G T(tf) ; and hence X 0„, £ _ 0^. 
R e m a r k . We cannot write in general T(E)2 d/uf (T(H)h), since djuf JS 
an isomorphism if restricted to T(H)+, but it need not be either an injection 
or projection of the whole T(H)h. Jt might be interesting to find the explicitt 
conditions under which it is. 
First it is clear that dX is always a projection. Let us find its kernel. Wc 
make use of the following well-known statement: ,,Let 0 • M-> X be a diffci 
entiable projection of manifolds which is of maximal rank at m e M. Then 
the points of M in which 0 takes the constant value n &(m) in a sufficiently 
small neighbourhood of m form an imbedded submanifold TV cz M, H IF 
The tangent space T(W)m c= T(M)m is exactly the kernel of d0 at m M
L 
Hence the kernel of dX at (h,f) is the tangent space of a submanifold 
W cz tf x F consisting of pairs (hg, g~xf), g eG. In other words, it consists 
of exactly all the tangent vectors to the curves t-> (hg(t), g(t) */) at t 0 
where t->g(t) is a curve in G, g(Q) e and e is the identityr of G. Denote 
by ih : T(G)e-> T(H)h the canonical isomorphism of the Lie algebra of G onto 
the tangent space to the fibre in tf at h. Further denote jf : T(G)e-> T(Ff 
the canonical projection of the Lie algebra of G onto the tangent space Tt / to 
the orbit of G on F containing / Note that jf is an injection iff G acts free I\ 
on this orbit. Now using these notations we see easily that Ker dA cons,st 
of exactly all the elements 
ih(Z)+jfda(Z) th(Z) jf(Z), 
where Z JS any7 element of T(G)e and a : 0 -> 0
 1, i. e. do(Z) Z 
2S 
These resul ts yield t h e requ i red charac te r iza t ion of t h e m a p p i n g d/Uf. W e 
see namely t h a t dptf is infective iff t he re does n o t exist such ZeT(G)e t h a t 
)f(Z) Of, Z #= 0, i. e. iff G acts freely on the orbit containing f eF. Since dA is 
Uways project ive the re are for each £ e T(E)X e lements X e T(H)h a n d Y e T(F)f 
such t h a t f d?,(X + Y). All t h e e lements in T(H)h ® T(F)f, which a i e 
t a k e n in to f, are of t h e form X + in(Z) + Y jf(Z)- The m a p p i n g dpif is 
project ive iif one can find such ZeT(G)e t h a t Y jf(Z) for a n y Y eT(F)f. 
Hence duj : T(H)h-> T(E)X is projective iff f e F is an interior point of the 
-orresponding orbit of G on F. 
Return ing t o t h e general s i tua t ion . L e m m a 1 gives for each | c T(E)X t h e 
un ique decomposi t ion 
(:-) I dw(X) + q , 
such t h a t dp(ry) 0 and VHX 0. T h u s denot ing b y VE : T(K) -> 7
7(K) t h e 
induced projec t ion VE(£) rj, we h a \ e 
4) VEd[if djUfVH • 
We proceed now as follows. Le t II II(Ii, G) a n d II -_ II(#, O) be pr incipal 
fibre bundles over B a n d let cp : II > II be a h o m o m o r p h i s m of t h e m . Le t 
in II a n d II connect ions be given wi th t h e corresponding vert ical project ions 
sat isfying 
(~>) Vn dep dtp VH • 
If E E(B,F,G,H) a n d E E(B,F,G,II) are fibre bundles associated 
t o II a n d II r e s p e c t h e l y , call a bund le morphxsm y : E-> E (yo, (p)-typed if 
t h e r e exists a d i f f e r en t i a t e m a p p i n g yo : F-> F such t h a t for each hi II, 
f eF t h e re la t ion 
(«'>) y(Hf)) - <p(h) (r„(/)) 
holds. If we in t roduce analogously t h e mapp ings uj : II > E for each fe F 




(S) dydjnf dfi,oU)d(f . 
Proposition 1. Let y : E(B, F, G, II) -> E(B, F, G, II) be a (yo, (p)-typed bundle 
niorphism and Id there be given connections in II and II subject to (5). Then the 
associated roiical projections satisfy 
(!») Vk Ay Ay VK 
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Proof . First note that both sides of (9) take the tangent space at h(f) E 
into the tangent space at <p(h) y0(f) = y(h(f)) according to (0). We have by (3) 
the relations dy VE(£) dy{rj) and VE dy(f) VE dy(tj) + VE dy dfxf(X) 
But py p implies dp dy(rj) = dp(i]) — 0 and thus Vj,:dy(rj) dy(it). Hence 
it suffices to show VE dy dptf(X) 0. But by (8), (4) and (5) we have 
VE dy dpf(X) = VE dfcMD dcp(X) dfi.Mf) VA d<p(X) - d^/o(/) dtp VH(X) 0 and 
this yields the proposition. 
The assumptions of this proposition can be modified in the following way 
The bundle morphism y : E(B, F, G, II) -> E(B, i\ G, H) is called (y0, <p)-antitijp 
cd if (p : II-> H is a covering extension of the bundle H (i. e. cp is a homomorp 
hism of the principal bundles over B inducing isomorphisms d<p : T(H)j -> 
-> T^I)^) and y0 being given as before satisfies for each h e H, f e F 
(6a) y(<p(h)f) - h(y0(f)) 
which is again equivalent to 
(7a) VW<P(h) VyoifM) 
impljTng 
(8a) dyd/tif dfiyo{f)d(p -. 
Note tha t a covering extension cp of II assigns to each connection m II a con 
nection in H according to 
(5a) Vj£ - dtp
 1 VH dtp . 
Proposition la. Let y : E(B, F, G, II) -> E(B, 1\ G, H) be a (y0, <p)-antihjped 
bundle morphism and let there be given connections in H and II subject to (5a) 
Then the associated vertical projections satisfy (9). 
The proof runs analogously to tha t of Proposition 1. 
If now t/j:i^->K is a local section in E then its covariant differential is 
usually defined as 
(10) V^ - VE(dw) 
or — if Y e T(B)X, where ip is defined in a neighbourhood of x e B 
(11) VyV> (Vy)(Y) VE(dW)(Y). 
We give the analogous meaning to V associated with E and get (9) in the form 
(12) Vvirw) dyVYV . 
Note tha t if cp : II -> II is a reduction of the structure group G to its sub 
group G (i. e. II <= H and <p is the inclusion map) then (5) means that the 
connection in II is reducible to that in H. Applying Proposition 1 to F F 
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implying E FJ, and y ldE we refmd the coincidence V V of both the 
induced covariant differentials. On the other hand if especially II II and <p 
is the identity, then the condition (6) or ((5a) on y expresses the fact that the 
induced mappings yx : Ex -> Ex commute with the action of the associated 
groupoid (c. f. [1] or [2]) on E and FJ. 
This leads directly to a number of applications but first let us generalize 
Proposition 1 to the case of several fibre bundles where then y may play the 
iole of a ..multiplication" connected with some structure (e. g. the tensoi 
multiplication connected with the tensor product of vector bundles, of. below) 
The indices ? run always from 1 to the integer A ^ 1. Let there be given 
connections in the principal bundles Ht(Bi, Gi) by means of the differentiable 
distributions ht-> T(Ht),u <= T(Ht)hi. 
Let 
(13) VJU:T(Hi)->T(Hi) 
be the vertical projections related to these connections. Then II IIi x 
HA(Bi ... BA, Gi X ... X GA) is a principal fibre bundle and 
(hi, ... hA)-> T(Hi)hi © ... © ^ ( H ^ ) ^ is a differentiable distribution which 
defines a connection in II. Here and in the following we identify as usually 
the tangent space T(H)/ll9 mmmhl with T(Hi)hl © . . . © T(HA)JlA. The vertical 
projection related to this connection satisfies 
(l-i) Vlf V7/l4 ...+ V1[A, 
where Vn (X) 0 unless X e T(Ht). 
If FJ E(Bi ... x BA,F,G\ X . . . X GA, H) is a fibre bundle associated 
to II, we get a projection Vj* as above and it satisfies 
(13) F^d/V d / V d ' , , + . . . + V„A) 
for each jeF. At the same time suppose that there are fibre bundles E% 
Ei(B[,Fi,Gi, Hi) associated to II^ and denote again by fifiIIi >E, 
t 
fieFi, the associated mappings. The product E Ei X ... X EA is a fibre 
bundle over Bi X ... X BA with the above defined associated groupoid II 
A bundle morphism y : I?i X . . . X EA-> FJ is called yo-typed if there is a dif 
ferentiable mapping yo : Fi X . . . X FA > F such tha t for each (hi, .. hA) e II 
and (f\, . . . fi) G Fi . . . FA the relation 
(16) y(hi(fi)9...hA(fA)) (hi ... xhA)yo(fi,...fA) 
holds, which is again equivalent to 
(17) yiPh fa)» • • Mu ^ A ) ) fiyQ(/l .fA) (h, ... JiA) , 
3 1 
implying 
0«) M&Pn + ••• + d^/J d/W-,.../o ' 
1 _4 
Using this relation we prove analogously to Proposition I 
Proposition 2. Let y : Ei(Bi,Fi,GuHi) X ... X EA(BA, FA, GA. IIA) -> 
-+E(lh X ... X BA,1\ Gi X ... X GA,HiX . . . X IIA) be a y0-typed bundle 
morphism and let there be given a connection in each Hi (I \. . . . A). Then 
the associated vertical projections satisfy 
(]'.)) VKdy dy(VKl + ...+ VKt). 
Thus we have generalized the situation of the preceding propositions onl\ 
for qj id// since the more general case is then obtained byr combining Fro 
position 2 with Proposition 1 or la. 
Ii now xpi : B^>Ei are local sections in Ei, then y(ipi x . . . X y)A) is a local 
section in Ki X .. . X EA and (19) takes again the more usual form 
(20) ( V F i , _ + YA) y(n X . . . X y>A) dy(\ViWi + . . . + V r lV.i) . 
(Consider the special situation with Bi = ... — BA B. I t is now natural 
to investigate beside II = Hi X . . . X HA the principal bundle II 
C\H(B,Gi X ... X GA). which is the ^restriction of II to the diagonal 
in B X ... X B". Denoting by tH : {jH-> II the natural injection, we see 
easily tha t the connections in Hi define a connection in nII , where the cor 
responding vertical projection satisfies 
(21) di„V „-(Vni + ...+ VIlA)d,H. 
Su])j)ose now that there is a fibre bundle associated to DII- There exists then 
always a fibre bundle E(B X ... X B, F, Gi x ... X GA, II) associated to II 
such that the bundle associated to DII is the ,.restricted" bundle E defined 
analogously to DII- Denote again ik : {JE-> E the natural injection. 
Lemma 2. The vertical projections in T(E) and T({jE) satisfy 
(22) dtkVak Vkdtk. 
Proof. For a fixed/eF define again the natural maps fif : II > E 
The relation 
(23) ihOfif fifiii 
follows immediately from the very definition of DII and {JE. We have by (15) 
Vk dfif — dfij V/i and V kd({Jfif) d({Jfij) V n which implies by (23) 
and (21) dt k V kd([Jfij) = dfif dtH V nn dfifVHdtH Vkdfi/dtH V; 
dikd({Jfij). On the other hand if rjeT([jE) then dt;. V k(rj) dik(>j) 
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dtE VE(i]), since dlE takes clearly elements tangent to fibres in T(\jE) into 
elements tangent to fibres in T(E). Combining these two results we obtain (22) 
since according to (3) each element £eT(\Z\E) can be decomposed into f 
<!(•/>/) (X) + 7], where rj eT([jE) . 
If now y :E\ x . . . X EA -> E is a bundle morphism there exists a unique 
bundle morphism yu : \Z\(E\ X ... X EA)-> \Z}E satisfying 
(24) yiE =- tEyu, 
where iE : U(E\ X . . . X EA)->E\ x ... X EA is defined analogously as iE. 
}>om the above and Lemma 2 we obtain at once the 
Corollary. If in the assumptions of Proposition 2 we have B\ = . . . — BA - B 
and y is defined by (24) then 
(25) dtE VaE dyD = dy{VBl + ...+ VEA) diE 
or, by means of covariant differentials, 
(1) (A) 
(26) V° (yu (ip\U... UVA)) = dyD d^
1 (VYy>\ + . . . + VTy>A) , 
where ipi are local sections in Ei defined in neighbourhoods of x e B, Ye T(B)X 
and y)\E\ ••• Oy>A is the natural section in D(E\ X ... X EA) given by the sec-
(1) (.4) 
tions \pi. Note that (26) is well defined since V r ^ i + . . . + VYipA eT(E\)X ® ... 
..®T(EA)X = dtE(T(C(E\ X . . . X EA))y). 
If E(B, F, G, H) is a vector bundle then there is a canonical identification 
of T(E)Z with Ep{z) which takes 0Z e T(E)Z intu 0 e Ev{z). If y : E -> E is a vector 
bundle morphism, then dy \T(E)Z =y\Epg. Thus in this case (12) can be 
written in the form 
(27) Vr(yv>) - y(Vry>) , 
^ince V r ^ belongs now to Ex if Y e T(B)X and it is the usual ,,linear" covariant 
differential. 
Suppose now that E\, ... EA, E appearing in (20) and (26) are vector bundles 
and let y : E\ \ . . . x EA-^ E be multilinear on each fibre. This means that 
if w e fix any point (z\, . . . zA) e E\ X . . . x EA, then all the mappings yi : Ei -> E 
defined by yt(z) — y(z\. ... Zi \,z, zt+i, ... zA) are vector bundle morphisms. 
From this and the above remark we obtain (20) in the form 
(28) ( V F l + . . . yA)y(y>i X ... X ipA) = 
A (0 
- 2 y(yi \ • • • x w i x vriv»j x yn+i x ... x yA) 
i 1 
and (26) in the form 
33 
(29) V r y (tljiD ... OVA) 
A (0 
2 y (v;iC ... Uyi in v-^ny* in ... yu). 
i i 
E x a m p l e 1. Let E\, ... EA be vector bundles and let F F\ ... F { 
Then the associated space E can be written as E\ (x) ... ®EA although in 
practice where Hi . . . BA is almost always supposed it is the bun 
die [JE which is denoted by this symbol and called the tensor product of E\ 
The fibres of E (and consequently of [TK) consist of tensor products of the 
fibres of Ki, . . . Ex at the corresponding points. Denoting y :E\ . . . EA ^ F 
the bundle morphism that assigns to (z\. ... zA) the element z\ ... z\ 
Ave see that it is (x) -typed, where (x) : F\ x . . X FA -> F\ ... FA ib t le 
natural tensor mult-plication. In this way we can write — either (28) or (29) 
in the form 
A (i) 
(3°) (V r i ... r J (vriO ••• ®WA) ] > ^ I




(31) Vy(y;i(x)... x ^ ) 2 V
1® • • • x V r ^ ® . . . x^>4. 
/ l 
which are well-known formulas and show that the V r corresponding to various 
vector bundles behave as differentiation with respect to the tensor product 
If Ki — ...EA — E, then it shows that V r is a derivation of the algebra 
which is the sheaf of germs of local sections in the tensor algebra bundle over E 
Here and in the following we use, as it is common, the same symbol V foi 
all covariant differentiations induced by a fixed connection in a fixed principal 
fibre bundle. 
Note that this is in fact the only interesting example of the application of 
Proposition 2 to vector bundles. Namely ify:E\X... EA -> E is multilinear 
where E is now an arbitrary vector bundle over i?i x . . . X BA, then it can b 
always split to a mapping Ki v . . . x EA -> Ki (x) . . . ®EA of the above example 
and a vector bundle morphism y:E\(S?... xEA > E, and if y is ^o-typed 
then y is (yo, id)-typed, where yo is given by the commutative diagram ir 
the category of vector spaces 
F\ X ... XFA -> Fi® .. . xF 4 
yo \ / yo 
\ p / 
Thus in the following since the covariant differential is really interesting 
mostly in the linear case, we shall give some examples of the application of 
the first propositions. 
34 
'I <l 
E x a m p l e 2. Let E be a vector bundle and let y j>/g : (x)K-> f\E (or y 
i 
£fq- xE^S'iE) be the natural antisymmetrization (or symmetrization) 
(i <i i 
operator. Then it is clearly (yo, id)-typcd, where yo : ®F -> /\F (or y0 : F -
> S<IK) is the antisymmetrization (or symmetrization) projection of the fibre 
types. We obtain, combining (27) with (31), the formulas 
A 
(32) Vr(v>i . . . A Y M ) ^ n - A ^ A - A ^ 
/ 1 
(33) V r(v>iO - . O v O 2 v i O . - - V-y*O. . .OV-4 
/ i 
E \ a m p l e 3. Let K K(£, F, G, II) be again a vector bundle and EP(B, F]\ 
G', H) As ,,])-timcs contravariant and q-times covariant tensor power" Thus 
Fp F ( F*). Let C Cab:E
p > E\ \ be a fixed contraction bundle 
morphism, where the contraction acts upon the O-th contravariant and b th 
covariant indices. The relation (27) shows then that the contraction commutes 
with Vr . Especially foi p q 1 we derive in this way the relation 
(34) V r^, | -J- ?7, V r | Y( 7h f ) , 
where | and ?7 are local sections in K and2?*, respectively, over a neighbourhood 
of x, where Y GT(B)X. 
In general, if K(£, F, G, II) and K(£, F\ G, H) are vector bundles and 
70 • F -> F is a homomorphism which commutes with the action of G, it induces 
n a natural way a (yo, id)-typed bundle morphism y.E^E commuting 
with the covariant differentiation. Conversely, if y : E-> E is a (yo, id) typed 
bundle morphism, then yo commutes necessarily with the action of G On 
the other hand in this linear case a bundle homomorphism y is a section in 
E* E. w hich is again a vector bundle associated to H. 
Lemma 3. y is a typed bundle morphism iff V \y 0 for any Y eT(B) and 
any connection in II. 
Proof. In fact, applying Proposition 2 and especially (27) and (31) to the 
nitural pairing (E* x E) ® E-> E, we get for an} local section | in E 
V,-(r(D) (V 1 ? ) ( f ) + y(Vjf) . 
But the left hand side is equal to the second term of the right hand side jf y is 
t \ped. On the other hand V ry — 0 implies VT (y(£)) y(V rf) for any local 
section f, which implies (7) as one can see from the proof of Propositioi I 
We apply this fact to the following 
E x a m p l e 4. Let E(B,F,G, H) be a vector bundle and yo : F > F* dn 
isomorphism which commutes wTith G. Then the corresponding y:E E 
3,> 
defines a metric in E which is autoparalell under any connection in H. If G 
operates effectively on F, dim F = n, then the existence of such a yo implies, 
of course, tha t G is isomorphic with a subgroup of 0(?i). Conversely, any 
autoparalell metric in E can be obtained from such a y0 commuting with the 
action of G. 
E x a m p l e 5. Let H — H(B, SO(n)) be a principal bundle over B with the 
structure group SO(?i), n = 2v, v ^ 2 (especially let H be the principal bundle 
of oriented orthonormal frames of a Riemenn manifold). The group SO(n) ope-
rates naturally on Cn and also on the Clifford algebra • Cn of Cn. In this way 
we obtain the vector bundles E(B, Cn, SO(n), H) associated to H (especiallyr 
the complexified tangent bundle to B), and • E(B, • Cn, SO(n), H) (especially 
what one may call the Clifford bundle of the oriented Riemann structure on B), 
where the fibres of • E are the Clifford algebras of the corresponding fibres 
of E endowed with the quadratic form induced byr H. Let there be given 
a connection in II. The injection E -> • E is clearly typed and thus Proposition I 
shows that the restriction of the covariant differentiation to E via • E coincides 
with the one defined directly on E. More generally, from a situation analogous 
to that in Example 2 we obtain the formula 
A 
VY(xpi • . . . • y>A) = 2 Vi • • • • • ^YWi • • • • • WA • 
Let now H(B, Spin (n)) be such that y : II ^ H is a covering extension of II, 
where Spin(w) is the reduced Clifford group associated with the natural metric 
in Cn (c. f. [3]), i. e. it is the subgroup of all elements A E GL(2V, C) satisfying 
(35) AyaA~i = Alyi, d e t ( ^ ) - 1, oc(A)A = I , 
where ya e GL(2
V, C) are matrices for oc = I, ... n satisfying 
(36) yayp + y0ya = 2dapl , 
I e GL(2V, C) is the unity^ matrix and a is the main antiautomorphism of the 
Clifford algebra • Cn (c. f. [3]), which is identified with the algebra of all 
2V x 2V complex matrices, i. e. elements of (O2")* ® C2\ I t is well known 
tha t Ker^9 n Hx consists of exactly two points for each x e B, since Spin(?2) 
is a covering group of SO(n), the projection being given by A -> (A]) in (30). 
Let E(B, Cn, SO(n), H) be the vector bundle above and let & =r- 9> (B, C2\ 
Spin(w), II) be the vector bundle associated to II if Spin(w) operates naturally 
(effectively) on C2\ Th3 elements of £f may be called spinors over E and they 
correspond to the usual spinors on the oriented even dimensional Riemann 
manifold B in the mentioned above special case. In this case the elements 
of H are the spinframes (cf. [4], [5]). There is a unique connection in II induced 
by the connection in H and hence a covariant differentiation in e. g. ^ * x £f. 
Let yo : • Cn-> (C2*)* ® C2" be the natural isomorphism of algebras which 
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takes the vectors en (a 1, ... n) of the canonical frame in C
n into the matrices 
ya of (35). The isomorphism y0 satisfies 
(37) h(yo(i)) - hA (y0(?o(-4) ^)) 
for each f G • Cu, A G Spin(w), heH, where o^o--7-^ M£) is the covering 
homomorphjsm Spin(H-) > SO(n). In fact, since A G Spin(w), rj G (C2")* (> f-" 
implies yl(^) zl^/l x, this is for f G 6% equivalent to (35). Further yo is an 
isomorphism of algebras and from there we conclude that (37) holds for any 
£ G • Cn. But (37) means that there is a unique (yo, </;)-antityped bundle 
isomorphism y: m E-> Sf* ® Sf which, according to Proposition la, takes 
the covariant differentiations in • E and Sf* (x) Sf one into the other. In other 
words one can identify the Clifford algebra bundle of E with the bundle of (1,1) 
spinors over E and consequently inject the tensor algebra bundle of E 
into the tensor algebra bundle of Sf — including the covariant differentiation* 
on them induced from any connection in H. We can express this also by saying, 
that the covariant differentiation in the bundle of spinors over E is a „correct" 
extension of the differentiation on E, a result again well-known at least 
in the special case of spinors on B. 
It is now clear how one could immediately obtain other results regarding 
the behaviour of the covariant differential of spintensors by7 applying Propo 
sition la to other antityped bundle morphisms. 
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